ILS World China
The Shanghai office of ILS World serves clients looking to establish a long-term, sustainable
presence within China.
China is a huge market with enormous potential. However, registering a foreign company is
relatively complicated because it involves approval from multiple local authorities and bureaux.
Chinese company law and its taxation system is undergoing continuous and intricate reform, certain
regulations are very often easily misunderstood or ignored by investors which causes unnecessary
difficulties.
The Shanghai team is able to provide its clients with the depth and breadth of knowledge required
to tackle all these issues through strategic partnerships with local and international law firms, banks,
accounting firms, financial consultants and other intermediaries, to ensure clients avoid the pitfalls
of setting up in China, expediting their time to market while avoiding costly mistakes.
ILS World employs a variety of multi-disciplined individuals ranging from accountants to experienced
company administrators, qualified directors, professional sales managers and enthusiastic office
support staff. The multi-lingual team is fluent in Mandarin, English and Cantonese which guarantees
unimpeded communications and support.
Our professionals have a lot of experience with the entire spectrum of business entities in China from Representative Offices to more complex Foreign Invested Enterprises such as Wholly Foreign
Owned Enterprises (WFOEs) and Joint Ventures (JVs). The team has worked with clients in a wide
range of industry sectors including insurance, sports, entertainment, relocation, information
technology and offering general consultancy support.

How ILS World can help:
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Investment planning
Trading structures
Location search and selection
Company registration including Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE), Foreign Invested
Commercial Enterprise (FICE), Joint ventures (JV) and Representative Office (RO)
Special licence applications
Bank account opening
Human resources, intellectual property, financial and business
Environment advisory
Trademark registration
Regulatory compliance
Statutory audit
Corporate business and tax advisory
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Government relations building
Preferential policies negotiations.

For further information on doing business in China please contact Cindy Cheng at
cindy.cheng@ils.world

Please note: ILS World does not offer tax advice and would therefore recommend you obtain your own tax
advice. If you require an introduction to a tax adviser we would be happy to assist.
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